
Oona Owl and her friends sleep 

happily during the day when a cheeky 

grasshopper decides to come and sing 

near their tree. What will Oona do to 

make him stop?
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Where is each animal?
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Go to activities 
on page 16

What do bats, owls and 
raccoons do at night?

Oona Owl lived in a 
nice big forest with her 
friends, Rocky Raccoon 
and Betty Bat. Oona and 
Rocky lived in a tree, 
and Betty lived in a cave 
near the tree. Every night, 
the three friends did 
everything together. They 
talked, laughed and 
hunted together. You see, 
owls, raccoons and bats 
don’t sleep at night; they 
sleep during the day. 
“Sleep well, my friends,” 
said Rocky.
“Sweet dreams,” said 
Betty.
“Have a good sleep, 
friends,” said Oona.
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14   Look, read and match to make phrases.

15  Who says it? Read again and write.

for pages 10–11

hurry land surprised run away fast

Oona Owl Betty Bat

the little 
mouse

Graham 
Grasshopper

0 be noise

1 make away

2 run by

3 walk there

4 over quiet

This isn’t your 
forest, Miss Owl. I-I-I think it’s G-G-

Graham Grasshopper.

What is that 
horrible noise?

Sweet dreams.

1

2

3

4

13  Listen and say.
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16  Listen and say.

17   Look and write.

18  Listen and tick (√).

for pages 12–13

shocked afraid enjoy excited hop back

1

a b

2

a b

3

a b

_ _ gr _ 

3

s _ _ c _ _ _ 

1

_ x _ _ _ e _ 

2

a _ _ a _ _

4

s _ _ pr _ _ _ _ 

5
When do you 
feel like this? 

Give examples.
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